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Dembski's laims
1. He laims there is a \souped-up" form of information alled \spe i ed omplexity" or \ omplex spe i ed information" (CSI) whi h is a
reliable marker of design of intelligent agents.
2. He laims many human a tivities exhibit \spe i ed omplexity".
3. He laims CSI annot be generated by deterministi pro edures, han e, or any ombination of the two; he alls this the \Law of Conservation of Information".
4. Life exhibits spe i ed omplexity and hen e
was designed by an intelligent agent (the Christian god).
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Spe i ed Complexity
By \ omplex", Dembski just means \improbable"
 By \spe i ed", Dembski means \mat hes an
independently-given pattern"
 So, for example,
ipping a oin 500 times in
a row and getting \heads" every time would
be an event of spe i ed omplexity.
 Dembski laims \spe i ed omplexity" an only
be generated by intelligen e.
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What's Wrong with This Claim?
Main problem: \improbable" with respe t to
what probability distribution?
 Dembski says we must rule out all naturalisti
explanations
 But in pra ti e he omputes probability in onsistently
 If humans were involved, he omputes probability based on uniform distribution of outomes
 If humans were not involved, he
omputes
probability based on what we know about how
the event o urred
 The result is he an on lude \ omplex" at
whim
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What's Wrong with Spe i ation?
Dembski says pattern must be given independently of instan e, must be \expli itly and
univo ally" identi ed by \ba kground knowledge" of an \intelligent agent"
 For example:
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of length 1000?
 But why 89? Why 73? Why 1000? How are
they \expli itly and univo ally" identi ed?
 Kolmogorov answered these questions 40 years
ago; his solution is widely known and a epted.
Dembski takes Kolmogorov's solution and alters it so it is unworkable.
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What's Wrong with the Law of
Conservation of Information
In my long paper with Elsberry, I gave many
examples where Dembski's supposed \law" breaks
down
 Here's a simple example: suppose f is the
map that dupli ates the input string, so f (111) =
111111.
 If we ompute probability relative to the uniform distribution of binary strings (as Dembski often does), then this map takes a string
with probability 2 n and returns a string with
probability 2 2n. Thus we generate n bits of
CSI for free.
 There are other, more subtle aws in his \proof".
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Dembski Does Biology
Dembski laims \the ba terial agellum" [si ℄
possesses CSI and hen e was designed
 His probability al ulation is not endorsed by
any biologist, sin e it relies on a ompletely
unrealisti model of how the agellum arose
 He made a mistake of 65 orders of magnitude
in his al ulation, but never admitted it for
three years
 His design dete tion method is at its worst
when the origin of events is obs ure | preisely the events he is interested in applying it
to.
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